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Things A Computer Scientist Rarely
In high school, Parnell worked in a local elementary school in her community of south Los Angeles. While a student at the women’s college Bryn Mawr, she helped coordinate a tutoring program for high ...
Oakland public school teacher celebrated for her rare girls-only computer science classes
Sherry Turkle explains how her complicated life history led to her career researching the social impact of technology.
Why It’s Important to Look Beyond the Surface of Things
Visualisations can reveal patterns, trends and connections in data that are difficult or impossible to find any other way, says Bang Wong, creative director of MIT’s Broad Institute. “Plotting the ...
Why Scientists Need To Be Better at Visualising Data
In Project Hail Mary, Ryland Grace wakes up in a white room with no idea of why he is there or even what his name is. Even if the amnesia ...
A bestseller with some problems: 'Project Hail Mary' by Andy Weir
Roman Peterson, 14, New York, N.Y. The last year has been the year of getting to know COVID too well. Some people think kids don't get COVID, or that, if they do, it's no big deal. In our house, it ...
'A Year Full of Emotions.' What Kids Learned From the COVID-19 Pandemic
The Kansas State Board of Education on Tuesday voted to allow school districts to count computer science as a math or science credit for high school graduation requirements. Many Kansas schools ...
State board lets Kansas high schools count computer course for math or science credit
The Caddo Parish Parks and Recreation Department is partnering with Caddo Parish Schools to offer online computer science courses for elementary students.
Online computer science program now available for Caddo Parish elementary students
On Wednesday the state Board of Education voted to add the subject option for students searching for credits to meet graduation requirements.
Computer science classes getting more focus in Kansas schools
Expanding broadband to tribal communities is not just a technical challenge, it’s also a social and political one, says Morgan Vigil-Hayes, a computer scientist at Northern Arizona University.
Tackling tribal connectivity: NAU scientist Vigil-Hayes developing broadband solutions for rural areas
Vandenberg, a Johns Hopkins University computer scientist and systems architect who was a member of a team of astronomers who through Galaxy Zoo, an online project, discovered a group of rare ...
Jan V. Vandenberg, a computer scientist and key collaborator with Galaxy Zoo, dies
This new, more effective magnetostrictor could help scientists build not only a cheaper computer ... on rare-earth minerals whose mining generates excessive carbon. In the grand scheme of things ...
How shape-shifting magnets could help build a lower-emission computer
IRA FLATOW: This is Science Friday ... and then add more complicated things as they go on. So what I did was just model a whole bunch of different baseballs on a computer and see how many of them ...
What A Rare Baseball Collision Tells Us About The Physics Of The Game
Without its icy restraint holding it back from the ocean, the Pine Island glacier could dramatically add to sea level rise.
This melting glacier was already the biggest source of sea level rise. Then things got worse.
Florida Museum of Natural History scientists have found the first nest of Florida’s extraordinarily rare blue calamintha bee and added a new location to its known range: the Ocala National Forest ...
Scientists Find Rare Bee Species in New Locations Around Florida
Researchers at the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Argonne National Laboratory are using a unique computer ... scientist at Argonne A variety of disruptive events can affect the supply of rare ...
Rare earth supply disruptions have long-range impacts, computer model shows
The richest people in the world reportedly have been paying shockingly little in US federal income taxes. And it's all perfectly legal.
5 things to know for June 9: White House, Covid-19, Congress, Myanmar, Uyghurs
The adoption of New Science is delivering more precise and effective treatments, but often at a higher price tag ...
“New Science” is Driving More Growth than Predicted Against a Changing Economic Environment, According to Accenture Report
The Caddo Parish Parks and Recreation Department is partnering with Caddo Parish Schools to offer online computer science courses. Recently, Caddo Parish received a ...
An online computer science program now available for Caddo Parish elementary students
Florida Museum of Natural History scientists have found the first nest of Florida’s extraordinarily rare blue calamintha bee and added a new location to its known range: the Ocala National Forest.
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